
On its face, PCI compliance is a lot of box-checking.  
But a strong security posture relies on more than a checklist. 

PCI is just one of many ways to ensure your organization is effectively protecting data, 

and when you partner with DirectDefense for PCI compliance, you’ll get more than just 

a check mark. You’ll get a comprehensive, expert process–and peace of mind.

Going through the PCI compliance process can be frustrating, especially if you’re 

working with a QSA you don’t feel understands your current security  

situation. At DirectDefense, we get this. That’s why we make the process  

simpler for you in two ways:

OUR GOAL:  
TO HELP YOU AVOID 
GETTING BREACHED, 
AND TO STAND BEHIND 
YOU THROUGH ANY  
SECURITY EVENT.

 We’re an experienced company, 

and we make it a point to take  

a personalized approach to  

your PCI compliance despite  

it being a predetermined set  

of mandates. We have the  

technical know-how to get it 

done, and get it done right,  

with minimal stress to you and 

your organization.

 We follow a phased approach  

to make the PCI compliance  

process smooth, easy and  

understandable from start  

to finish.
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WE SIMPLIFY IT.

PCI COMPLIANCE CAN  
BE A COMPLEX PROCESS.

“WE NEED TO REDO THE PCI 
COMPLIANCE PROCESS”

“WE’RE LOOKING  
FOR A NEW QSA”
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Contact DirectDefense today to get started.
Visit directdefense.com/contact or call 1 888 720 4633.
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No support or back-up from a licensed, insured firm in the event  

of a security breach

Increased liability if customer card information is compromised

High risk of negative impact to your company’s reputation  

and profitability

Greater responsibility for meeting the complex requirements of  

PCI compliance

WHY WORK WITH A SECURITY FIRM

If your organization performs fewer than 6 million transaction per year, or obtains 

consent from its bank, you can conduct your own PCI compliance process through a 

self-assessment questionnaire. However, there are inherent risks with this approach, 

including that most organizations are required to perform a full assessment.

When you partner with DirectDefense, you’ll also have access to the experience,  

knowledge and services to help strengthen your organization’s overall security  

posture–because when your information security is strong, compliance falls into place.

Don’t take the risks. Let DirectDefense security experts guide you through the often 

difficult, complicated process of PCI compliance.

STEP 1:  
ENVIRONMENT ASSESSMENT

We conduct a thorough interview to understand your 

current security environment.

STEP 3:  
DOCUMENTATION REVIEW

We draw up a PCI compliance questionnaire to ensure 

your compliance with the mandate before we conduct the 

compliance review.

STEP 4:  
COMPLIANCE REVIEW

A DirectDefense expert QSA conducts the questionnaire. 

Given the preparations, the process is seamless and 

the paperwork can be filed and finalized shortly after 

the review.

STEP 2:  
COMMUNICATION OF  
PREPARATIONS COMPLIANCE REVIEW

We’ll convey the items your organization needs to  

prepare for PCI compliance.
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